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3D printing or additive manufacturing 
(AM) technology has considerable 
potential to more closely align 
tablet manufacture with modern 
requirements and is a growing area 
of focus for the pharmaceutical 
industry. A unique benefit is the ability 
to deliver customisation at marginal 
cost with printers easily switched 
from product to product simply by 
changing feedstock and loading the 
appropriate file. This flexibility makes 
3D printing especially interesting 
for the manufacture of tablets with 
sophisticated geometries and delivery 
profiles, for personalised medicines, 
and for decentralised, ‘on-demand’ 
manufacture in inaccessible locations. 
The potential to use 3D printing to 
accelerate drug development is also 
considerable as evidenced by a Merck 
initiative to develop AM technology in 
the first instance for clinical trial tablet 
production.1 Savings in time and API 
requirements, along with the flexibility 
to easily modifiy parameters such as 
a dosage and release profile are all 
notable gains.

A key challenge for pharmaceutical 
manufacturers looking to exploit 3D printing 
technology is to determine requirements 
for excipients. In this article, we consider 
the role of powder rheometry within this 
context. Industries leading the way in 
powder-based AM have already established 
the importance of powder flowability 
and the relevance of dynamic powder 
properties. Here we consider the properties 
that can be usefully measured to identify 
excipients that will print well referencing a 
study carried out by researchers at Deakin 
University (Victoria, Australia).2

3D Printing Technologies for Drug Product 
Manufacture
Looking across the current 3D printing 
landscape for pharmaceuticals it is clear 
that multiple technologies may emerge 
as valuable. For example, the M3DIMaker 
platform (FabRx, UK) is a fused filament 
fabrication (FFF) desktop system designed 
for drug product manufacture at the point 
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of dispensing, in hospitals and pharmacies.3 
This commercialised design enables both 
fused deposition modelling (FDM) and direct 
powder extrusion a novel technique that 
utilises a print head based on a single screw 
hot melt extruder. Direct powder extrusion 
eliminates the need to form a filament prior 
to printing thereby simplifying manufacture 
and addressing an important limitation of 
FDM for certain actives and excipients.4

Proof-of-concept and comparative 
studies from Merck, on the other hand, 
highlight the benefits of powder bed 
fusion, specifically selective laser sintering. 
These include the ability to cost-effectively 
produce tablets in substantial quantities 
that meet shape and surface roughness 
specifications, have satisfactory levels of 
mechanical variability and deliver uniform 
distribution of the active ingredient.1 
Spritam, the only 3D printed drug to have 
achieved FDA approval is also manufactured 
using a powder-based processing technique, 
binder jetting. This technology is particularly 
useful for the production of highly porous 
and orodispersible products but is more 
generally suitable for high dose loadings 
and for more complex formulations.5

This brief survey points to the centrality 
of powder-based processes and by extension 
powder handling in the application of 3D 
printing in pharmaceutical manufacture. 
Learning how to formulate powders 
for optimal performance in the print 
environment is therefore vital if the industry 

Figure 1: Schematic of a binder jetting printer

is to take full advantage of this innovative 
manufacturing technique.

Looking Inside the Printer: A Unique 
Environment for Powders.
In AM processes powders are stored in 
and discharged from hoppers and other 
feeders, as in conventional unit operations 
but printing itself applies a specific and less 
frequently encountered environment. 

Figure 1 shows the key features of a 
generic printer for binder jetting. The roller 
spreads powder dispensed onto the build 
plate to sequentially form uniformly packed, 
fine layers. The printer head then releases 
binder droplets to selectively bind areas 
of successive layers to form the desired 
product. Printing success, particularly speed 
and by extension throughput, is heavily 
reliant on the ability of the powder to flow 
and spread easily across the build platform 
and pack consistently within a layer that 
is typically just tens of microns in depth. 
Porosity or voidage in the deposited bed 
inhibits binding of the layers, increasing 
the likelihood of poor mechanical integity 
and non-uniformity in the finished product. 
Other powder bed fusion processes, notably 
selective laser sintering, are equally 
dependent on this core step of powder 
layer formation. 

The preceding analysis highlights the 
conditions to which powders are subject 
within the printer and by extension the 
behaviours of interest when it comes 
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to characterising powders for printing. 
Identifying appropriate powders for 3D 
printing calls for information on:

• The impact of consolidation – how 
does storage in a feeder or hopper 
influence flow properties? How easily 
will the powder discharge when subject 
to moderate compression under its 
own weight?

• Spreadability – how will the powder 
flow and spread under the low stress, 
unconfined thin layer flow conditions 
that prevail? And when subject to more 
forcing flow conditions at the roller 
face?

• Particle packing – will the powder 
particles pack closely to form a uniform 
bed?

In all powder bed fusion processes only 
a relatively small proportion of powder is 
bound into the emerging product making 
powder recycling critical for economic 
application. Powder stability is therefore 
an additional concern. Furthermore, if 
processes such as direct powder extrusion 
are established as part of the long-term 
mix of technologies for pharmaceutical 3D 
printing then powder behaviour under a 
broader set of conditions are of interest. 
In this process, formulations are subjected 
to relatively high compressive force within 
the confined environment of an extruder.

To maximise the potential of 3D printing 
formulators need access to information 
relevant to all these outlined processing 
environments. Particle characterisation 
has a role to play with both particle size 
and shape, for example, known to impact 
flowability and packing behaviour. However, 

these behaviours are also influenced by 
many other parameters such as the porosity, 
stiffness, surface texture and electrostatic 
charge of the particles, and equally 
importantly, system variables such as the 
degree of aeration of the powder. Because 
of this complexity, reliably predicting bulk 
powder properties is not feasible. Indeed, 
even extrapolating powder properties 
measured under one set of conditions 
to predict behaviour under another is 
unreliable. The solution is to measure bulk 
powder properties under stress and flow 
regimes that are representative of those 
applied within the specific process.

The Benefits of Multi-faceted Powder 
Characterisation
Early adopters of AM, in sectors such as 
aerospace and automotive, have already 
amassed considerable learning about how 
best to characterise powders for powder bed 
fusion.6 Those leading the way incorporate 
both particle and bulk powder properties 
in feedstock specifications, an approach 
that pharmaceutical manufacturers can 
readily capitalise on. Multi-faceted powder 
characterisation based on the measurement 
of dynamic, shear and bulk properties 
such as bulk density, compressibility and 
permeability already has an established 
track record in AM.

Figure 2 shows a powder rheometer (FT4 
Powder Rheometer®, Freeman Technology, 
Tewkesbury, UK) for the measurement 
of dynamic powder properties. Dynamic 
properties are quantified by measuring 
the axial and rotational forces acting on 
the blade, or impeller, of the instrument as 
it rotates along a prescribed path through 
the powder sample. A downward traverse 
of the blade pushes the powder against the 
confining based of the test vessel generating 

Figure 2: Instrumentation for dynamic testing with the versatility to also measure shear and bulk powder properties has proven value for 3D printing applications.

values of Basic Flowability Energy (BFE). 
Here, the powder is under low stress but 
subject to forcing conditions. An upward 
traverse, in contrast, applies a lifting action 
producing Specific Energy (SE) values that 
reflect how the powder flows in a low stress 
state when subject to gravitational forces.
Dynamic properties have been successfully 
correlated with print performance, but a 
defining attraction of the associated 
instrumentation is the complementary 
ability to measure:

• Shear properties – to investigate 
powder flow behaviour under moderate 
stress and assess hopper discharge 
performance.

• Bulk powder properties – to investigate 
packing behaviour via measurements 
of bulk density, susceptibility to 
compressive force via compressibility 
measurements, and the ease with 
which the powder release air via 
permeability measurements.

These capabilities allow formulators to 
implement repeatable, reproducible, and 
reliable multi-faceted powder testing across 
the entire stress and flow range associated 
with 3D printing. Repeat measurements 
of BFE enable an assessment of stability 
and flow energy can be measured as the 
powder is aerated to directly quantify 
correlations between degree of aeration 
and flow behaviour. Spreadability can 
be characterised at different speeds and 
shear rates by measuring flow energy at 
different blade speeds, and the effect of 
environmental conditions such as humidity 
can be quantified directly.

The following case study illustrates 
the application of this approach in the 
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selection of suitable excipients for 3D 
printing.

Case Study: Using Powder Testing to 
Screen Pharmaceutical Excipients for 3D 
Printing
Table 1 shows dynamic properties and 
compressibility data measured for a wide 
range of commercially available excipients 
and blends by researchers at Deakin 
University, using an FT4 Powder Rheometer. 
Ref 3 provides further details of excipient 

product names and manufacturers. The 
measured properties were selected on 
the basis of their relevance to 3D printing 
applications, based on previous studies. 
Wetting characteristics were determined 
for powders with acceptable bulk powder 
properties via drop penetration, depth 
and spread experiments to form a refined 
selection for print trials with a binder jetting 
printer (Projet CJP 360 Plus 3D printer, 3D 
systems Inc, Rock Hill, USA). The overall aim 
of the project was to determine whether 

Table 1: Dynamic properties and compressibility data for a broad range of commercially available pharmaceutical excipients and blends.

powders with acceptable binder jetting 
printability could be identified on the basis 
of powder testing and wettability assessment.

The excipients can been grouped into 
three sets on the basis of BFE measurements 
and an important initial point to note is 
that these groups cannot be robustly 
differentiated on the basis of particle size 
alone. For example, the Dv50 values of 
powders with a BFE of between 100 and 
250 mJ lie in the range 31 to 86µm but so 
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Figure 3: Excipients can be screened for suitability for 3D printing on the basis of BFE and compressibility data, via 
comparison with commercial powders specified for the chosen printer.

too do those of powders with a BFE in excess 
of 250 mJ.

Figure 3 shows BFE and compressibility 
data for the excipients along with analogous 
data generated for five commercially 
available binder jetting powders. This 
analysis identifies seven powder samples 
as clustering with the commercial powders 
with respect to flowability, as quantified by 
BFE, and compressibility. Low compressibility 
tends to indicate efficient particle packing 
since there is little scope for densely 
packed powders to reduce in volume upon 
application of a compressive force. 

BFE values are also influenced by particle 
packing. Denser packing increases the 
efficiency with which force transmits through 
the bed as the rheometer blade advances 

through the powder. In powders with low 
compressibility the flow zone associated 
with blade movement therefore tends to 
be large giving rise to relatively high BFE 
values. Powders with low compressibility 
in combination with low to moderate BFE 
values are therefore exhibiting relatively 
free-flowing behaviour and high packing 
efficiency, a beneficial combination for 3D 
printing.

A primary aim was to identify pharma-
ceutical powders similar to commercial 
powders for this printer with respect to BFE 

and compressibility, to identify excipients 
with acceptable printability. Table 2 
presents values for additional variables 
that have proven value for differentiating 
print performance – SE and Flow Rate Index 
(FRI), a parameter that quantifies how flow 
energy varies as a function of blade speed. 
FRI values were measured exclusively for 
excipients with a BFE in the range 100–250 
mJ and it was found that all these powders 
met both the FRI and SE specification. 
On that basis, Lactohale, Pharmacel 101 
and Pharmacel 102 were selected as core 
excipients for the development of blends 
for further screening and printing.

Figure 4 shows images of tablets printed 
using a subset of five excipients/excipient 
blends refined on the basis of wetting 
characteristics. The key point to note 
is that all five powders were successful 
with respect to acceptable flow through 
the printer and the production of printed 
constructs. This is a significant result. In 
the absence of relevant testing suitable 3D 
printing feedstocks can only be identified 
via print trials, a costly, time and material 
consuming process, particularly when the 
printer becomes blocked. 

The dimensional accuracy and 
mechanical properties of the resulting 
tablets varied considerably with all the 
lactose-based formulations producing 
tablets with some type of defect. These 
results can be rationalised with reference 
to the compressibility of the formulations 
in combination with binder penetration 
characteristics. The PH101 and PH102 
formulations produced highly friable tablets 
of low hardness but dimensional accuracy 

Figure 4: Images of printed constructs. The lactose formulated powders all have some type of defect either due to printing, inadequate formulation and/or powder processing
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was much improved. Poor mechanical 
characteristics can be linked with the low 
porosity of the tablets.

This trial therefore suggests that 
though work remains to be done with 
respect to the improving the mechanical 
properties of the printed tablets the core 
principle of using bulk powder testing and 
wettability assessments to screen powders 
for 3D printing by binder jetting is sound. 
3D printing is inherently different with 
respect to direct compaction in terms of 
the mechanical properties of the finished 
tablet; there remains much work to do to 
both rationalise and exploit this difference.

In Conclusion
3D printing has considerable potential for 

the manufacture of pharmaceutical tablets 
and is closely aligned with efforts towards 
accelerating time to market, personalized 
medicine, decentralised production. Powder 
based AM technologies are a particularly 
fertile area for the industry given its powder 
handling expertise and the dominance of 
tablets as a drug delivery vehicle. Going 
forward powder bed fusion processes such 
as binder jetting and selective laser sintering 
look set to become important tools for the 
industry with the first approved 3D printed 
drug – a product made by binder jetting – 
already in use.

 
To use powder-based 3D printing 

technology effectively formulators need 
to be able to reliably measure powder 
properties that are relevant to the process 
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environment within the printer. Multi-faceted 
powder testing based on dynamic, shear 
and bulk powder property measurement 
has proven merit within this context that 
pharmaceutical manufacturers can draw 
on. The work presented here suggests 
that this process is already underway as 
the application of 3D printing becomes 
increasingly routine. 
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